
Annexure-I 

                                        Best Practices  

Title: Cyber Security Awareness 

 

Objective: 

  Cyber Security Awareness programme helps to understand various types of 

cybercrimes, their effect and countermeasures to protect the confidential 

information. In the age of social media we knowingly or unknowingly share lot of 

personal information online without knowing its worse effects on our lives. In such 

cases we should know what to do and what not to do? This awareness programme 

on “Cyber Security” is an attempt to make people aware about how to protect and 

secure their personal information while using the social networking sites. This, it 

seems, is the need of time, hence a best practice the college has initiated. This 

awareness programmes aims to reach to the society through students.  

Context: 

 We are living in a remarkable time.  Basic Cyber Awareness is the first step 

to protect and mitigate risks involved in this technology oriented era. Cyber 

Security Awareness programme helps in understanding various types of 

cybercrimes, their effect and countermeasures to protect the confidential 

information. Important things that are covered in CYBER SECURITY 

AWARENESS programme are learning the effective and efficient use of cyber 

technology which would help us to understand the need of Information Security in 

the online world. One of the important target of this programme is to ensure 



confidentiality of every individual who is using internet as a source of gathering 

information and communication. To build the skills which will help to create and 

maintain a cyber safe environment & Understanding threats in the Digital World 

through real life case studies within the content of Cybersecurity Architecture. 

 

Practice: 

 For getting involve in CYBER SECURITY AWARENESS  the objective test 

is conducted for students.  Students who qualify this examination and fulfill the 

criterion laid down by Quick Heal organization get chance to participate in a 

seminar organized by Quick Heal. In the seminar they covered all the information 

of Cyber security. The important points covered are  

 Brief introduction to Cyber Security 

 Why do we need Cyber Security? 

 Introduction to Cyber Space & Cyber Crime 

 Types of Cyber Crimes 

 Cyber Ethics 

 Protection against spyware, adware and clickbait 

 Understanding threats in Cyber Space & Cyber World 

 Understanding the family of Malware – virus, worm and trojan horses 

 In these seminar they also give information about how to deal with the 

internet. While giving information about How to deal with the internet they  

covered the information of  



 Social Media – boon or bane 

 Threats on Social Media 

 Keep yourself safe in social life 

 Weak Passwords vs Strong Passwords 

 Two factor authentication 

 Secure Browsing 

 After completion of these seminar  our collage conduct the seminar & 

sessions ODF Cyber Security Awareness  with the help of students who attended 

seminar for the students & teacher nearby our College, Villages & towns. While 

doing these activity Quick Heal help us for managing these sessions beyond these 

they Pay our students 6000 for giving seminar & educating students & teacher. 

 

Evidences of success : 

 So many people stops using pirated software’s & they are aware to use or 

download software’s from the authorized websites only. 

 Students & Teachers came to know  to use strong passwords & avoid 

sharing with friend, family & anyone else  

 Students & Teachers came to know that while website browsing use only 

protected websites & taking care of sharing personal & confidential 

information on unauthorized websites & people. 

Problems or Requirements: 

 Whoever attending these seminar  has a sound technical knowledge, is a fast 

learner, good analytical thinking OR basic knowledge of computers. Also bringing 

laptop for checking the things that we are learnt & verifying or finding them on 



internet but it  is not mandatory. 

 

Notes : 

The DO’s 

1. While you are banking, shopping or paying your bills online, check if the 

website’s URL begins with ‘https’. Also look for the padlock icon, which indicates 

that the connection is secure. 

2. Go for unique, and hard to guess passwords. Never keep the same password for 

different online accounts. Create a password that has a mix of uppercase and 

lowercase letters, special characters, and numbers. 

3. Use your primary email address to stay in touch with people you know or are 

acquainted with. 

4. For social media sites, use an email address that you do not use for important 

communications. 

5. Avoid using free, unsecured Wi-Fi for shopping or banking on the Internet and 

even for logging into your social media profiles. 

6. Delete old accounts that you do not use anymore. 

7. Before downloading any free software, research on the software and the website 

hosting it. Ensure the software’s publisher is verified. 

8. Access your bank’s website by manually typing its URL in the address bar. 

Never access it from an email or a text message. 

9. Never click on links or download attachments in unwanted, unexpected emails, 

even if such emails look like they are from a known source. 

10. Take regular backups of all your important files. Doing this is more important 

now that ransomware attacks are becoming so rampant. It is recommended to store 

the backup on external hard drives and connect them to your PC as less as possible. 

Alternatively, you can also use a trusted cloud-based backup service. 



 

 

 

The DONT’s 

1. Avoid making your personal information public on social media sites and the 

Internet in general. 

2. Avoid checking ‘Keep me logged in’ or ‘Remember me’ options on websites, 

especially on public computers. 

3. Never use your official email address for social media sites. 

4. Never use any of your personal information such as name, date of birth, address, 

etc., as your password. 

5. Never respond to pop-up ads that may come up on your screen. Close such pop-

ups from the task manager; press Alt+Ctrl+Delete. 

6. Avoid visiting inappropriate websites or websites that you are not fully aware of. 

7. Always log out of online accounts when you are done. This is especially 

important when you are using a public computer. 

8. Do not install software that comes as an attachment in emails. 

9. Avoid saving your credit/debit card information on websites and web browsers. 

10. Never share your personal/bank details on phone, email or SMS, even if the 

caller/sender seems genuine. 

 

Being cyber aware is the first step to your Internet safety. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Annexure-II  

Best Practices-II 

Title: Blood Donation and Hemoglobin Checkup 

Objective: 

 To bring an awareness among students to donate blood 

 To encourage them to donate blood and understand its significance in 

saving other’s life whenever required. 

 To make awareness about health and blood donation in society. 

 To aware importance of hemoglobin for healthy life. 

 To build helpful nature of students regarding medical problem      

Context: 

 In 21st century health fitness is a challenging task because of fast life style. 

Todays, people give preference for fast food and hotel food, due to this reason no. 

Of people face health problem.  So, regular medical checkup is necessary 

prominently for women’s haemoglobin. There are so many patients required blood 

in case of accident and major surgery.  The development of science any various 

field achieve everything but still do not make artificial blood which save life of 

people.  The source of blood is only human so it is say mandatory or must require 

to donate blood. These blood can store in blood bank and used for needful people. 

This type of activity helps to build helpfully nature among students which are 

benefitted to society 

 

 



Practice: 

               NSS unit is actively work in college. It conduct so many activity which 

are related to social, economic issue awareness among the student after that in 

society. Every year NSS conduct Blood donation and haemoglobin checkup camp 

in college campus.  

Blood is very important for human body. Researcher in Science and Technology 

develop so may medicine and method to save life and increase lifetime.  But still 

today our  science fail to produce optional for  blood or produce artificial blood 

which are used to human body.  In India so many accident  due to road or wrong 

driving and so may cause etc. During the accidents patient blood will pass out in 

through injury. To live life external blood donation required. India started blood 

donation campaign to help during such issue so save life of people who suffer the 

accident and major surgery.  

 The college is big platform for blood donation because age of college students are 

from 18 to 24 year. If we success to motivate to youth then problem facing 

shortage blood in India will solve.   

By keeping this issue and importance of blood for life, NSS make blood donation 

camp every year. They motivate to every students which has capability to donate 

blood. Our college in rural area so students are healthy and they participated in 

such camp. 

 The part of activity is haemoglobin checkup of girls. Women facing problem of 

less haemoglobin in body. In this camp after checking haemoglobin, doctor gave 

suggestion to student for maintain haemoglobin level in body. Also guide the 

importance of haemoglobin for healthy life.   



Evidences of success : 

         151 students participated in camp and 61 students donate blood.   

 

Problems or Requirements: 

 1. Students afraid to donate blood  

 2. Less awareness about blood donation in society 

To build awareness about blood donation proper guidance of importance of blood 

must be head to head.  

To build maturity to student to decide capability of blood donation. 

 

Resource: 

Approach to blood bank 

Make proper guidance to students about blood donation 

Make blood donation environment in campus before conducting camp. 
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